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Why am I me?1
One of the most beautiful and memorable moments in my life was when a few Dutch friends
and I were travelling in a caravan across Switzerland, and we spent the night on the Jura
Mountains. The weather was very good that night, so we slept in the open. We could hear
distant lowing of cows. What was most memorable was the clear starry night sky, like that
immortalized in Vincent Van Gogh’s “The Starry Night” (1889).2
It is moments like this that evoke in us the simple joys of life. It also makes us ask life’s basic
questions. Such questions as “Why am I me, and not one of those countless stars in the
sky?” “Why am I in this body and not another?” If we allow such questions to answer themselves, as it were, not forcing any learned view on them, we would surely feel a sense of
boundless space, as if we are actually one of those glittering stars.
As Wordsworth jubilantly sings of such moments, “Be it so; | Why think of anything but present good?”3 Later, in the poem’s climax, he describes how while rowing across a still lake
under a dark starry sky, he suddenly felt as if Nature came alive around him.
When, from behind that craggy steep till then
The horizon's bound, a huge peak, black and huge,
As if with voluntary power instinct,
Upreared its head. I struck and struck again,
And growing still in stature the grim shape
Towered up between me and the stars, and still,
For so it seemed, with purpose of its own
And measured motion like a living thing,
Strode after me.
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This experience left him in a profound sense of awe for days:
And through the meadows homeward went, in grave
And serious mood; but after I had seen
That spectacle, for many days, my brain
Worked with a dim and undetermined sense
Of unknown modes of being; o'er my thoughts
There hung a darkness, call it solitude
4
Or blank desertion.
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The blessed benefits of such questions as, “Why am I me?”, is that we are often rewarded
with some amazing insights into our being, the meaning and purpose of our lives, and above
all, an unspeakable joy, of which we simply must share with others.
As human beings, some of us are wiser than others, all depending on our experience and
how deeply and truly joyful we find them. We are conscious beings (we look into mirrors or
think about ourselves). The reality is that we can only experience our own consciousness.
Yet, this consciousness is always a consciousness “of” something: a sight, a sound, a smell, a
taste, a touch or a thought. We are the faculties of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and mind.
We make sense of these experiences, and so create our notion of self, our world. Yet the self
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is not found in any of these faculties, nor our feelings, nor perceptions, nor volitions, nor
consciousness.
Our self is the sum total of these aggregates of form, feeling, perception, volition and consciousness. Yet it is neither found in any of them or outside of them. For, they are all ever in
a stage of flux, creating meaning for ourselves.
All living beings have these faculties or aggregates, or at least some of them. In that case,
why am I not someone or even something else, perhaps a cat, or a butterfly,5 or a beetle,6 or
even a hat.7 One possible answer is that we are deeply conscious of ourselves to the extent
we discern an “I” against another “you.”
In the US dystopian science fiction movie, “I Robot” (2004), there is a scene where Will Smith
enters a vast hall full of identical robots, all fresh off the production line. When all these
robots are turned on for the first time, we can imagine them all looking at each other, saying
to themselves, “Why am I in this body and not one of those others?” If we are any of these
robots, we would have to conclude that we are not just in this body, but in all of them at the
same time!
The Buddha actually mentions such an existence in his teaching of the “9 abodes of beings,”
where the beings of the four lower realms – the asuras, the pretas, the animals and the hellbeings – are said to have different bodies, but having the same perception. The brahmas,
too, have different bodies, but same perception (but which is blissful). Humans and some of
the lower gods are both different in body and in perception. The “radiant gods,” however,
are said to be the same in body, but different in perception. The higher gods of the form
world are said to be the same in body and the same in perception.8
Now we come to another interesting question about the identical robots. We could say that
each of us, as these robots, can only have the experience of one robot at any time. Suppose
all of us were rebooted so that our memories were erased, would we wake up the same
robot again or as a different robot?
As humans, we know that we are each “ourself” because of our memory (sati). From the
time we are born, we accumulate experience and knowledge, which remain with us for life
and reinforce our individuality. Ironically, when we think, we more likely see ourselves as
being different. However, when we feel (such as when we are joyful for any reason), we
tend to see ourselves as more connected with one another.
We have to rise above merely thinking, to be able to understand the core question we are
asking here. Why does one robot have experiences of “me” as opposed to another? Perhaps
it is something random that each robot feels differently following each reboot.
Perhaps, we could say that because the robots cannot all be switched on at exactly the same
instant, there will only be one turned on at any specific moment. This means that the
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moment we die, the very next instant somewhere in the universe, a new being is born, and
we will be that being. Or we could arise as an “intermediate being” without any identity.9
Whether the robots, are “switched on” at the same time, or at different times, it would
make better sense to say that they are all conscious at the same time. This would fit the idea
that as humans, we are all conscious of ourselves. In such a situation, there is really no “I” or
“me,” but rather an “us,” which we are unable to experience because of our separate
bodies. It's like a row of glasses of water. Do they all contain the same water, or different
water? If we understand the nature of water, we would accept that it is the same water.10
This has a vital implication for us. It means that we should treat everyone else in the same
way as we would like to be treated ourselves. We are all then connected in an interbeing –
they are me and I am them – we are one and the same. This is a natural basis for lovingkindness and compassion, for accepting others unconditionally, and for being kind to others even
when we think they do not deserve it. For, we are them.11
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This latter notion is supported by the suttas, and more widely accepted by Buddhists today: see Is
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